Resident & Fellow’s Council Agenda
August 18, 2014
5:30p-7:00p
Room S-30

• GMEC Meeting Update
  o Peer selection of a group of residents and fellows to effectively represent the entire UCSF Resident and Fellow cohort for the upcoming ACGME Clinical Learning Environment Review visit
  o Will follow-up regarding RFC questions on Incident Reporting

• Presentation by SFGH CIR (Asella Blood/Sally Graglia)
  o Thank you to Sally/Asella for the presentation on the role of CIR
  o SFGH/UCSF Patient Care Fund Discussion
    ▪ SFGH patient care fund application open, deadline September 1
    ▪ UCSF patient care fund will open October 1st
    ▪ In the future, aim to align application deadlines and processes

• UCSF Consultant Handbook
  o IM and Neurology guidelines added, others in progress
  o Thank you to Melissa and Ariele for helping to recruit programs to participate in the Consultant Handbook
  o Regarding expiration of documents – We should provide dates for which the documents are valid that will appear in document header
  o Usage data - 131 users have accessed the Consultant Handbook, reading it in total an average of 37.2 times per week. Each user has accessed the Handbook an average of 3.7 times.
  o Feedback - When you're using the AgileMD app on your iPhone, click the "notepad" icon in the top right, and choose "give feedback". If you give feedback within the context of a particular document, AgileMD will record that, and will forward us any relevant feedback.

• Housestaff Incentive Programs
  o All three goals have been met for 2013-2014. Also 15 of 21 programs met their program-specific goals. Great job!
  o 2014-2015 goals were discussed. Official announcement is coming soon.
  o Will follow-up regarding RFC question on breakdown of discharges before noon by service.

Upcoming events: NEXT MEETING – September 15, 2014 (room S 118)